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Romanian Delegation  Visit 
 

Vanier welcomed three 
representatives from the 
National College, Mircea cel 
Batran, located in Constanta, 
Romania on October 18 and 
19.   
 
The Director General, Prof. Dr. 
Vasile Nicoara; the Chair of 
Biology, Prof. Doina Munteanu; and the Chair of Physics and the 
Student Research Center, Prof. Dr. Ion Bararu observed various 
classes in action, visited labs, as well as the Math and Science 
Centre.  
 
They gave a presentation on their school, which has been given 
the designation of “national college” because of the outstanding 
achievements of their student body. Not only are their 
graduation rates extremely competitive, but their students enter 
numerous national and international contests and they are 
frequently first place winners. One example is the participation of 
twenty students in a space competition at the NASA Johnson 
Space Centre, Houston, Texas where they won the Grand Prize. 
Mircea cel Batran also has a Student Research Centre with 235 
students participating in varied research endeavours.  
 
I would like to thank the various administrators and teachers who 
welcomed our visitors so warmly. In particular, I would like to 
thank Gabriel Bulgarea whose work with our Romanian 
colleagues made this visit possible.  
 
This project was undertaken in partnership with Collège Gérald 
Godin, who joined Vanier in welcoming our visitors.  
 

Judy Macdonald 
Learning Enrichment & Support Services for Programs 

 

Academic Skills Development Workshop Series 

 
The Learning Centre is offering a series of workshops over the 
course of A12 to help students further develop their academic 
skills. Each workshop is thirty minutes and is offered twice during 
the semester. Students who attend at least three of the 
workshops will receive a certificate. 
 
Please refer any students you may have in your classes to any or 
all of the following workshops: 
 
Analyzing Literature 

Friday, November 2
nd

, 2:30pm, A312 
Thesis Statements 

Friday, November 9
th

, 2:30pm, A312 
Oral Presentations 

Wednesday, November 14
th

, 12:30pm, A302 
APA – Referencing and Plagiarism 

Friday, November 23
rd

, 2:30pm, A312 
MLA – Referencing and Plagiarism 

Wednesday, November 21
st

, 12:30pm, A302 
Preparing for Exams 

Wednesday, November 28
th

, 12:30pm. A302 
 

Kim Muncey, The Learning Centre 

 

The Learning Centre Book Launch for Soundings 2011-2012 

 
This summer, The Learning Centre published its latest 
compilation of student writing, Soundings 2011-2012.  We are 
hosting a book launch on Wednesday, November 14

th
, at 

12:30pm in B-221 to celebrate the talents of all the authors.  
 
Soundings 2011-2012 is a collection of creative writing, ranging 
from poetry to short stories to memoirs.  
 

Romanian Delegation 

http://www.vaniercollege.qc.ca/administration/intercom.html
mailto:intercom@vaniercollege.qc.ca


We want to invite you to come and celebrate with Vanier’s 
talented authors. We hope to have some of the writers read their 
work aloud, and you will be able to flip through the book.  
 
Please RSVP by November 9

th
 by visiting: 

http://www.vaniercollege.qc.ca/tlc/signups/ 
 

Kim Muncey, The Learning Centre 

 

English Exit Exam Workshops 

 
The Learning Centre is holding English Exit Exam workshops for 
any student who is writing the English Exit Exam on December 
19

th
.  

 
Please encourage your students to attend one of these 
workshops, as they provide valuable information in helping them 
prepare for the exam.  
 

Wednesday, November 21
st

, 12:30pm, A316 
Wednesday, November 28

th
, 12:30pm, A316 

Thursday, November 29
th

, 5:00pm, A306 
Friday, November 30

th
, 2:30pm, A312 

Wednesday, December 5
th

, 12:30pm, A316 
Wednesday, December 12

th
, 12:30pm, A302 

 
Kim Muncey, The Learning Centre 

 

Portable Video Conferencing Unit 

PDO IT Showcase 

Date: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 @ UB, 12:30 to 2:00 p.m. 
Location: Room N-271 
 
Vanier College has a portable video conferencing unit and you 
can use it! The unit can be used to connect remotely with anyone 
around the world, letting you “beam in” experts and guest 
speakers to share with your class. Come see it in action. 
 
Animators: Jen Mitchell (PDO), Nathan Loewen (Humanities), 
Sophie Jacmin (Humanities), and Sharon Coyle (Cegep Sept-Iles). 
 

Wilma Brown, Pedagogical Development Office 
 

Teaching Tip:   
Tools and Tricks for Being a Reflective Practitioner 

 
Check out the full version of this 
Teaching Tip here. 
 
Being a reflective practitioner is 
a process where we look over 
our practice as teachers and 
think about what we are doing 
and how it is working both for 
ourselves and our students. 

Reflective practice helps us identify the things that work in our 
teaching and the things that don’t so we can become even better 
teachers the next time around. 
 
At the simplest level, the cycle of reflective practice involves 
three main stages: 1) planning, 2) action, and 3) reflection. 
Reflective practice is a cycle because our reflections on our 
actions should then be incorporated into our planning process 
the next time we do a similar activity. 
 
Reflect on what? 
So what should you reflect on? The main goal of reflective 
practice is to think about what you did and try to identify both 
the things that worked and the things that didn’t.  
 
When should I reflect on my teaching practice?  

 As frequently as possible 

 After a single class or lesson 

 During the semester as you plan your next classes 

 After sharing your teaching stories with colleagues 

 After a full semester  

 As you read and encounter new ideas in teaching 
pedagogy 

 As you gain more knowledge about your discipline 

 After taking a course yourself 

 After attending  a conference 
 
What should I think and reflect upon?  

 Think and reflect from as many aspects as possible: 
students, teacher, topic, logistics, room, assessments, 
use of technology, props, different instructional 
strategies, etc. 

 Consider the planning and implementation of all the 
different parts of the lesson 

 Student evaluations 

 Your personal reflections (keeping a teaching journal can 
be extremely helpful) 

 Think about your activities and interests as a teacher and 
on how your perceptions have changed over time 

 Study different practices and new ideas or techniques in 
teaching you may want to pursue 

 
How  
Here are some techniques you can use to reflect: 

 Journaling on your teaching experiences 

 Write and update a Teaching philosophy statement 
where you discuss your ideas and practices in your own 
teaching 

 Maintain a Teaching Ideas Portfolio where you keep 
different ideas and techniques you may want to try in 
your lessons or your courses. Take some out and 
experiment with them in your classes and keep notes on 
how they went in your portfolio 

 Talking to other teachers in your department about 
things you tried in your classes or issues and concerns 
that you have in your teaching 

 Shadow another teacher’s class 
 

Image courtesy of  
phanlop88/ Freedigitalimages.net 
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Don’t go it alone 
Reflective practice doesn’t have to be a solo endeavor. Often we 
do our best reflection when we talk to others about the things we 
have tried and what worked or what didn’t. Share your concerns 
and experiences with others from your department or join a 
community of practice for a topic or technique you are interested 
in. We can often get great ideas just from watching someone else 
in action; ask another teacher if you could sit in on one of their 
classes to see how they do things. 
 
For a good video explaining some of the principles of reflective 
practice in teaching click here. 
 
See this and other Teaching Tips on the PDO web page 
 

Jen Mitchell, Pedagogical Development Office 

 

Public Speaking Contest Winners 

 

 
 

The Learning Centre would like to congratulate our Public 
Speaking Contest Winners! 
  
1

st
 Place: Mohammed Akif (Commerce) 

2
nd

 Place: Sondos Zayed (Health Science) 
3

rd
 Place: Jennifer Lizzio (Communications) 

 
Joshua Berman, The Learning Centre 

 

Renovations 2013 – 2014 

 
REMINDER October 31, 2012 is the last day to submit renovation 
requests for the year 2013 – 2014.  
 
Use the renovation form found here , or on the TEACHERS and 
STAFF websites under FORMS.   
 
Complete it and print it out and mail it to Arlene Yamamoto, or 
scan it and email it to yamamota@vaniercollege.qc.ca 
 

Arlene Yamamoto, Facilities  
 
 
 

Faculty and staff 100 m swim race against  
Olympic-bound student athlete Ashlyn Karosas. 

 

 
 

Wednesday, November 14
th

 at 1:30PM, 
Vanier Sports Complex, in the pool 

 

Ashyln Karosas will race her biology teacher, Stephanie Felkai, 
and staff member Paul Price who is bound for the FINA 2014 
Masters. There are two more lanes available for two other 
challengers. Contact Stephanie if you are interested 
felkais@vaniercollege.qc.ca  
 

This event is meant to draw attention and support to our high-
level student athletes attending Vanier College. We hope this will 
be the first of a series of competitions that demonstrates the 
talent and abilities of more than 40 Sport-Études Vanier students. 
We want to show these students that the Vanier Community is 
proud of their accomplishments both in sport and in academics. If 
you are interested in competing against other student athletes, 
please contact Alex Borja borjaa@vaniercollege.qc.ca  
 

Show your support by attending the event, passing the video of 
the event to your contacts, and by backing your favourite 
competitor with a few dollars that will go to the Vanier College 
Foundation Students in Need program. 
 

Stephanie Felkai, Biology Department 
 

One-day pedagogical conference at Dawson College  
 

On January 8, 2013, Dawson College will host a pedagogical 
conference entitled: From Competency to Evaluation… and The 
Steps In Between.  This conference, which will run from 8:30am 
to 4pm, is an opportunity for Cegep teachers, professionals, and 
administrators to hear and to share best practices on evaluating 
student achievement. 
 
There is no registration fee and lunch will be provided free of 
charge. Online registration will begin in early NOVEMBER at: 
http://aqpcform.ccdmd.qc.ca 
 
For more information, please contact: 
Maria Chiras at chirasm@vaniercollege.qc.ca 
Rédactrice, Revue Pédagogie collégiale 
Association québécoise de pédagogie collégiale 
 

Maria Chiras, English Department 
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Language and Writing in the 21st Century: A Symposium 
 

To show students how relevant 
language and literature are to 
their lives, and how dynamic 
they can be, the Vanier College 
English Department will present 
Language and Writing in the 21

st
 

Century: A Symposium, from 
November 7 to 9, 2012. 
 

See the complete brochure at the end of Intercom. 
 

Heather Robb, English Department 
 

VCC Day – Thursday, January 17, 2013 
Request for Workshop Proposals 

 
This year’s VCC Day (Vanier Community Connection Day) will be 
held on Thursday, January 17, 2013, so please mark your 
calendars! There will be a Key Note Speaker, Max Valiquette in 
the morning who will share some views and research on Youth 
Culture and Social Media. In the afternoon there will be several 
workshop choices and we are now soliciting workshop proposals 
from the Vanier Community.  
 

Please forward your workshop proposal to me by Friday, 
November 2 to brownw@vaniercollege.qc.ca  Workshops can be 
either 1.25 hours or 2.5 hours in length. The theme of the day will 
be Youth Culture and Student Engagement, so you may wish to 
tie in your workshop topic to this theme. All workshop proposals 
will be reviewed by the VCC Day Committee. 
 

Wilma Brown, PDO Coordinator, for the VCC Day Committee 
 

New Canada Savings Bonds (Private) 
 

To all regular employees: 
 

The College is once again pleased to offer all regular employees the 
opportunity to save easily and securely through the Canada Savings 
Bonds Payroll Program.   
 

Deductions will be made from your pay cheque and placed in an 
account which is set up by the Bank of Canada. You may redeem all 
or part of the money from the account at any time, stop deductions 
temporarily or permanently, or reduce deductions during the 
course of the year. You start earning interest from the day the Bank 
of Canada receives your funds. 
 

Those interested can sign up online between October 1 and 
November 1, 2012 at: www.csb.gc.ca/employees.   
Vanier’s organization I.D. number is: 12973.   
 

Employees who already participate in the Canada Savings Bonds 
Payroll Program will continue to have their current bond amount 
deducted, unless they make changes.  You may do so by going to 
www.csb.gc.ca/employees. 
 

The first deduction will be on the pay of November 22
th

, 2012. 
 

Danielle Villemaire, Human Resources 
 

Les Obligations d’épargne du Canada 
 

Au personnel régulier: 
 

Une fois de plus, nous vous offrons la possibilité d’épargner 
d’une façon simple et sécuritaire, grâce au programme 
d’Obligations d’épargne du Canada. Les déductions se feront 
automatiquement à chaque paie et l’argent sera déposé dans un 
compte à la Banque du Canada. En tout temps, vous pouvez 
retirer, en tout ou en partie, l’argent de votre compte, arrêter les 
déductions temporairement ou de façon permanente, ou réduire 
le montant déduit de votre paie.  
 

Si ce programme d’épargne vous intéresse, vous pouvez vous 
inscrire en ligne à l’adresse suivante : www.oec.gc.ca/employes, 
entre le 1 octobre et le 1

er
 novembre 2012.  

Le numéro d’identification d’organisation est le 12973. 
 

Les employés qui participent déjà au programme des Obligations 
d’épargne du Canada verront leurs déductions continuer à moins 
qu’un changement nous soit signifié. Les changements 
s’effectuent aussi en ligne, à www.oec.gc.ca/employes. 
 

Les premières déductions devraient être effectuées lors de la 
paie du 22 novembre prochain. 
 

Danielle Villemaire, Service des ressources humaines 
 

Academic Council  
 
 

Agenda:   Friday, November 2, 2012, 1:00 p.m. 
 

Renewal of Director General’s Mandate: Director General’s 
Presentation – 1:00 p.m., Auditorium, room A-103 
 

Meeting: Boardroom, room F-216 (following the Director General’s 
presentation) 
 

1. Approval of the Agenda 
 

2. Approval of the Minutes of October 12, 2012 
 

3. Business Arising from the Minutes 
a) Renewal of Director General’s Mandate 
b) Computerized Systems Technology Program 
c) Strategic Plan and Student Success Plan 
d) Continuing Education Restructuring 
e) CEEC’s Recommendations on the Evaluation of the  

Implementation of the IPESA 
 

4. Reports, Announcements and Correspondence 
a) Joint Coordinators 
b) Others 

 

5. New Business 
a) Fall 2012 Validated Enrollment 
b) Midterm Assessment Fall 2012 Report 
c) Fall Academic Council Meeting Schedule 
d) Academic Space Committee’s Action Plan 
e) French and English Science DEC 
f) French and English Social Science DEC 

 

6. Varia 
 

7. Adjournment 
 

Wanda Kalina on behalf of the Academic Council 

 

Teaching Tip:  
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improvisational forms and techniques that incorporate 
sound, words, and movement. 

The Living Histories Ensemble is comprised of a diverse 
group of people from a variety of social, cultural, and 
professional backgrounds. They have performed at the 
Montreal Holocaust Memorial Centre and La Maison 
d’Haiti, and for Montreal groups such as Page Rwanda, 
Agir, and the Cambodian community. 

10:00 - 11:30am (A-103) 
Matt Goldberg and Guests: Storytelling
    
Stories are at the heart of how we connect to each other 
as human beings, and they date back far earlier than the 
written word—in the oral tradition. In recent years, with 
the success of podcasts such as The Moth and This 
American Life, true and personal storytelling has experi-
enced a surge in popularity. For the last three years, Matt 
Goldberg has been tapping into that tradition as organizer 
and host of Confabulation: Montreal’s Premiere All True 
Storytelling Event. Here, he’ll talk about this tradition 
and the ingredients necessary to bring a story to life. He 
will also be joined by some of his Confabulation storytell-
ers to show us how it’s done.  

Goldberg is an actor, comedian, and writer. He is also an 
English teacher here at Vanier. 

12:00 - 1:30 pm (A-103)
Keynote Speaker Jan Wong: Writing Your Way Out of 
Depression 

This event is cosponsored by the Vanier College Teachers 
Association.  

For two years, Jan Wong, one of Canada’s most rec-
ognized and renowned newspaper reporters, suffered 
through a crippling bout of depression. The story of her 
struggle with this ubiquitous, yet often maligned mental 
illness is narrated in vivid detail in her latest book, Out of 
the Blue: A Memoir of Workplace Depression, Recovery, 
Redemption, and Yes, Happiness. Jan will share her tale 
of workplace depression and her battle with her former 
employer, The Globe and Mail, over not only illness, but 
the right to tell her story. She will also discuss how the act 
of writing helped her to come to terms with her depres-
sion, which many people still consider a taboo subject in 
contemporary Western society.

Wong is a Canadian journalist who has written for a 
number of publications, and whose oeuvre includes Red 
China Blues: My Long March from Mao to Now and 
Lunch with Jan Wong. She is currently a Professor of 
Journalism at St. Thomas University in Fredericton.

2:15pm (Theatre Room, B326) 
English Department Coffee House 

We go to work, we go to school, we sleep, we eat. But 
many of us, students and teachers alike, also feel moved 
to put pen to paper, in the pursuit of creative endeavours. 
As we bring our symposium to a close, we’d like to invite 
members of the community to come and share their own 
original work (or an excerpt from it) in a friendly, encour-
aging environment. All genres of work (musical perfor-
mances, poems, stories, etc.) will be accepted. Perform-
ers will be asked to respect a 10-minute time limit. Please 
contact Erin Churchill in advance if you would like to read: 
churchie@vaniercollege.qc.ca. This event is a potluck; 
feel free to bring a snack to share. 

FRONT COVER
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SOCIAL SCIENCE FESTIVAL 2012
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THE ENGLISH DEPARTMENT OF 
VANIER COLLEGE PRESENTS

Language and Writing in the 21st Century: 
A Symposium

Language is a tool for many purposes: day-to-day 
interactions with family and community, education, in-
formation dissemination, and creative expression. While 
words on a printed page may appear fixed and stable, 
the forms they take, the problems they unleash, and 
the visions they inspire, are shifting, and unpredictable. 
The goal of this symposium is to show students how 
relevant language and literature are to their lives, and 
how dynamic they can be.      

All events take place in the auditorium (A-103), with 
the exception of the Coffee House, which will take 
place in the Theatre Room (B-326).
   

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 7TH     
Everyday Literacies 

8:30 -10:00am (A-103)
Diane Labelle: First Nations and Traditional Languages   

Education of our First Nations’ youth is sadly missing 
the mark. Centuries of colonization and the desire to 
assimilate nations into the dominant culture have robbed 
them of indigenous languages, the primary means of 
transmitting culture. Today, First Nation’s youth are not 
only distanced from their traditional languages, but from 
education or transmission of knowledge, and even from 
themselves.

Labelle is the Director and co-proprietor of the Kahn-
awake Learning Center, an alternative educational expe-
rience for disenchanted youth and young adults. 

10:30 am - 12:00pm (A-103)
Philippa Bell: Consciousness and Second Language 
Acquisition: Can We Learn Second Languages without 
Trying?    

Many people around the world study in second lan-
guages, but are we able to learn a second language 
and study in it simultaneously? The answer is yes; but 
do we need to be conscious of what we are learning 
or not? And more specifically, which language points 
require greater degrees of consciousness? 

Dr. Bell is an Assistant Professor of Applied Linguistics at 
l’Université du Québec à Montréal. One of her research 
interests concerns how adults learn second languages at 
the level of consciousness.

12:30 - 2:00pm (in A-103) 
Keynote Address by George J. Sefa Dei: Education for 
Diversity and Inclusion: The Challenges for the 
Contemporary Learner.  

What are the challenges and possibilities of integrating 
diversity and difference into our education system?  What 
are the responsibilities of the contemporary learner in this 
process? Why is it necessary to decolonize the curricu-
lum? How can we work towards an educational system 
that entails “working communities” and “communities of 
learners”? 

Dr. Dei is a Professor of Sociology and Equity Studies at 
the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education at the Univer-
sity of Toronto. He has written and edited several works on 
the subject of anti-racism in education including Indig-
enous Philosophies and Critical Education and Fanon 
and Education: Pedagogical Challenges.

2:00-3:30pm (in A-103) 
Tom Devlin and Guest: The Graphic Novel Industry 

Canada has seen its fair share of success in the blooming 
graphic novel industry. In this talk, Drawn and Quarterly’s 
Tom Devlin will share his thoughts and perspectives on the 
industry, providing an overview of what makes a graphic 
novel a graphic novel and of the current state of the market, 
as well as offering advice on how to approach a publisher to 
budding graphic novelists. Further details forthcoming.

Devlin is currently the Creative Director at Montreal comic 
book and graphic novel publisher Drawn & Quarterly. 

4:00-5:30pm (in A-103)  
Student Panel Discussion: Multilingualism and 
the English College Experience  

Vanier students come from a variety of linguistic back-
grounds; the language they use in the classroom is not 
necessarily the one used at home around the dinner table. 
This panel will consider the experiences of those students 
whose first language is not English. Why do they choose 
to study at an English college? What are the challenges 
and the benefits? What is it like to live, work, and study in 
multiple languages? Is access to English colleges for non-
Anglophone students something we should try to protect?

 

 

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 8TH 

Exploring the Genres

8:00 - 9:30am (A-103): 
Catherine Kidd and kaie kellough: Spoken Word Poetry

A performance, followed by a discussion of the spoken 
word tradition. 

10:00 - 11:30am (in A-103) 
Keynote Address by Tomson Highway: Language, 
Landscape and Writing

Tomson Highway was born on the banks of the Manitoba 
/ Nunavut border to a family of nomadic caribou hunters.  
He had the great privilege of growing up in two languages, 
neither of which was English or French; they were Cree, his 
mother tongue, and Dene, the language of the “neighbour-
ing nation,” a people with whom they roamed and hunted.  
In this talk, Highway will trace his own writing back to the 
landscapes and the languages that shaped him. 

Highway is a Canadian playwright, novelist and pianist /
songwriter. His best known works include the plays The 
Rez Sisters and Dry Lips Ought to Move to Kapuskasing, 
and the novel The Kiss of the Fur Queen. 

12:00 - 1:30pm (in A-103)
Malcolm Fraser and Lorraine Carpenter: Arts Reporting and 
the Alternative Press in Montreal  

These two Montreal-based reporter/editors will give us a 
glimpse into the worlds of their respective beats: film and 
music journalism. They’ll also talk about the role of the 
alternative press and how it has adapted to the shift in 
journalism from print to online publication. 

Lorraine Carpenter is music editor and Malcolm Fraser is 
screen editor at Cult MTL, a local arts and culture website 
and monthly print publication. Both worked as editors and 
writers for the Montreal Mirror before it closed this June. 
Lorraine has written extensively about music for several 
publications and is the author of The Dears: Lost in the 
Plot. Malcolm is a writer, musician, and filmmaker. 

2:00 - 3:30pm (in A-103): 
Teesri Duniya Theatre: Excerpts from Safer Ground?

Teesri Duniya Theatre is pleased to present a staged read-
ing of excerpts from Safer Ground? by James Forsythe.  
This new work-in-progress is a verbatim play taken from 
stories of returning Canadian soldiers from Afghanistan and 
their families, and of interviews with the Afghan community 
here in Montreal. The play has been in development for 
several years; the first production entitled “Soldier Up” was 
comprised of the stories that Forsythe gathered from the 

soldiers and their families at the armed forces base near 
Shilo, Manitoba. Since then, he has traveled to Montreal to 
speak with members of the Afghan community and incor-
porate their stories in a play entitled Safer Ground? These 
stories are interwoven from actual transcripts of interviews. 

The artists for the reading are: Davide Chiazzese, Emilee 
Veluz and another actor (TBA), directed by Julia Ainsworth. 
The actors will be joined on stage by Rahul Varma, play-
wright and artistic director of Teesri Duniya, for a discussion 
of the work. 

Teesri Duniya Theatre is a Montreal-based theatre company 
dedicated to producing socially and politically relevant the-
atre that supports a multicultural vision of society, promot-
ing interculturalism through works of theatre, and creating 
theatrical styles based on the cultural experiences of visible 
minorities living in Canada. 

 
4:00 - 5:30pm (A-103) 
Taras Grescoe and Mark Abley: Exploring Nonfiction Writing

In his recently released book Straphanger, Taras Grescoe, 
a Montreal-based writer, and author of several works of 
nonfiction, makes the bold claim that car culture is dead:  
“In the 20th century, our greatest cities were almost ruined 
by the automobile,” he writes. “Only a global revolution in 
transportation can bring them back from the brink.” Gres-
coe will talk about the research process for this most recent 
work of his, which took him to such cities as Paris, Moscow, 
and New York.

Montreal non-fiction writer and poet Mark Abley will talk 
about his forthcoming book, Conversations With a Dead 
Man: The Legacy of Duncan Campbell Scott, which 
focuses on the early twentieth century Canadian poet and 
bureaucrat whose involvement in the Department of Indian 
Affairs is now considered controversial. Abley will discuss 
the risks and rewards of writing a “creative non-fiction” 
work rather than a conventional biography, and he will 
assess the challenges of creative non-fiction for readers as 
well as writers.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 9TH     
Exploring Stories 
  

8:00 - 9:30am (A-103)
Living Histories Ensemble: Playback Theatre  

The Living Histories Ensemble performs an improvisational 
style of theatre known as Playback. In Playback Theatre, 
audience members are invited to tell personal stories relat-
ed to the theme of the symposium, after which the troupe 
members will “play back” these stories using a variety of 
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